This paper examines the effects of a convex adjustment cost function on thi~optlmal dynHmic~ínvestment pulicy of a flrm with finnncial restríc-tions. We assume that the management, which oper~~tes under decreasing returns to scale, maximizes the shareholder's value of the firm. It turns out that investments are a continuous function of time, that capital never keeps a stationary value and that there exists an unique optimal investment decision rule for the firm.
Surveys by Bensoussan, Kleindorfer á Tapiero (1978 ) and Feichtinger (1982a , 1982b , 1985 excellently illustrate that many recent papers using optimal control to solve dynamic models analytically, have extended the theory of the firm. Those models provide insight into the economic behaviour of firms over time.
One of the first dynamic models of the firm is the classical model of Járgenson (1967) . The problem with this model is that the resulting optimal solution dictates an instantaneous adjutitment of the stock of capital goods to the level of maximum revenue.
In the literature, two ways ín particular have been proposed to avoid this unrealistic immediate adjustment. The first way is the introduction of financing limits ín the dynamlc model of the firm. F.xamples of such models are those of Leland (L972) , Ludwig (1978) and van Loon á Verheyen (1984) .
The second way of getting a smoothed adjustment pattern is the introduction of adjustments costs as another aspect governing the dynamice of the firm. Research into this subject has been conducted by e.g. Gould (1968) , Lucas (1967) and Treadway (1969) . The article by Sáderstróm (1976) contains a good survey of the theory of adjustment costs.
In this contribution we wíll analyse the tmpact of coupling financing and adjustment costs on the optimal policy within a really dynamic model of the firm. Section 2 contains a global survey of the theory of adjustment costs; in section 3 we will present our dyn;~mic model of the firm.
In this model we have incorporated both financin}; limits and adjustment costs. Section 4 contains a description cind f~~rther analyais of the optimal solutíon, which is proved in Append[x l. l.n Appendix 2 we derive the development of investmentK nnd capital durín,; two optlmal trajectoríes and in Appendix 3 we give the derivatlon of an investment decislon rule.
The theory of adjustment costs
Adjustment costs arise with investment expenditures of [he firm. In the lí[erature, a distinction is made between external adjustment costs (investment expenditures) and internal adjustment costs (seize on available productive inputs) (Brechling (1975) ).
External adjustment costa apply to a monopsonistic market of capital goods: if the firm wants to increase its rate of growth it will be con- In the literature, most dynamic models have incorporated a convex cost of adjustment function, but other types of adjust~nent cost functions can also be considered (Rothschild, 1971) . Assuming that the firm wtll attract only one kind of money capital: equity and has one production factor: capital goods, we get the balance equation:
in which K(T) a total amount of capital goods
We further assume that c~arnings after deduction of depreciation and adjustment costs are used to issue dividend or to increase the value of equity through retained earnings.
As far as the adjustment c-oste are concerned, we assume that they are a convex function of investments. Also, we assume that the firm operates under decreasing returns to scale and that depreciation is proportional to capttal goods. 'I'he al,ove results in the next atate equ~tion of equity: The impact of investments on tlie production str~~cture is described by the, now generally used, formulation of net investments:
As far as its dividend policy is concerned, we assume that the firm is allowed to pay no dividend, so:
Investments are irreversible, so:
I(T)~0
A[ last, we assume a positive value of capital go~~d stock at T a 0:
After some simplifications, we get the followin}~, dynamic model of the Fírm:
(6)
(8)
This model can be solved analytically by using optimal control theory (Kamien 5 Schwartz (1983) ), where the state of the syatem is described by the amount of capital goods and is controlled by investments. The aim of this control is to reach a maximum value of the objective function. We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions fnr an optimal solution using PontryaRin's standard maximum princ:iple. Next, we apply the general solution procedure of van Loon (1983, p~~. 115-117) to get the optimal trajectories of the firm (see Appendix 1).
Each trajectory consists of one or more feasible paths, which are characterized by dif.ferent policies concerning investment expenditures and dividend payments. In our problem the set of fea~ible paths amounts to Concerning figure 4.1, we have to remark that tl,e way I diminishes on path 2 depends completely on specific features of S(K) and U(I). So, when S(K) and U(i) are not specified, we do not know whether the slope of ( lncreases, decre~ses ur remalns conr,tant~~n thís path. Withou[ theae features of S(K) and U(I) we do not have insight ínto the way I rises on path 1 ei[her.
First, we concentrate on master trajectory 1, which is repreaented by figure 4.1. On path 1, the next inequality holds (see Appendix 3): 
dU -(i~-a)(z-T) z -(ita)(t-T) dS

1} dU~é(ita)(z-T) } r z é(ita)(t-T) dS dt (15) dI t1-T dK
The inequality siiows us that the margínal costti of investments exceed the marginal earnings on path 3. This is c~.aused by the fact that from t23 on the remaining time period is too ahort to defray the adjustment costs of new investments. Therefore, the firm does not inves[ anymore on path 3. Another interesting feature is the way in which this pattern will change when the planning period is extended. If z is fixed upon a higher value, then t12 as well as t23 will be postponed (see Appendix 3). In the case of an infínite time horiz~~n expreasion (14) continues to hold from t23 on, so path 3 disappears c~impletely. This is easy to understand, because now there is always enougl~time to clefray the adjustment costs. On path 2, K will approach a ata[t~~nary value~asymptotícally (fiqure 4.3). Neri~, the influence of [he convex adjustment cost funetion becomes clear; the optimal value of capital good stock will not be reached within a finite time period, because it ís always cheaper to split up the final adjustment into two parts.
On master trajectory 2(fit;ure 4.2), K~is so large (this means [hat dK is low) that expression (15) holds at T~0 for all possible values of dU~T his im lies that investments are zero and ca ital dI P p good stock decreases. At t32, dK has risen enough for expression (14) to become applícable. From this very moment I starts to rise, but tt never reaches the depreciation level, s~K still decreases. At t23 the remaining time period ís again too short to defray the adjustment costs of new investments. This means th~t I b~~comes zero again.
In accordance to master trajectory 1 path 2 will be final path on master We apply Pontryagin's standard maximum princtple to obtain the necessary and sufEicient conditions. Let the Hamiltonian be:
H -(S(K)-I-U(I))e-iT t~,(I-aK)
and the Lagrangian:
L~H t at(S(K)-I-ll(I)) -~aZI
in which: 
} complementary slackness conditions
-iz y(z) -e (transversality condition) (20) and (?1) we conclude that on path 4:
From (27) and (28) w~~obtatn:
But, ( 4), (6) and (7) imply that:
K~0 (30) conclusion: path 4 is infeasible
To find the optimal trajectories of the firm, we~;tart at the time horizon z and go backwards in time. According to this strategy we first select all final paths. In order to find these paths, we substitute the transversality condition (22) in (18) for T z z:
From t}iis, we can conclude tliat on a final~iath it muat hold that:
a2~0 (32) From (32), we conclude tliat only path 3 is a feasible final path.
Next, we start a coupling procedure to complete the optimal trajec[ories. The essence of coupling two paths is to tc~st whether such a coupling will or will not violate [he continuity~~roperties of the state variables and the co-state variables. In our model, this means that K and~y have to be continuous.
As an example of a feasible coupling we wiLi prove that path 1 can precede path 2.
First, we derive the necessary conditions for th~~continuity of~. From (18) and table A.1 we Ket:
On pat}i 1 lt holds that:
On path 2 tt holds tha[:
From (10), (20) and table A.1 we derive:
On path 1 it holds t~iat:
Qf, path 2 it holds that:
Because K has to be continuous and S(K) ís a continuous function of K, we conclude from (35), (36) 
Next, we check if K~.an be continuous when (38) and (39) 
From (19) and table n.l we obtain that on path 1 it holds tha[:
After substituting ("t3) and (40) in (41) (-a(lt áÍ) } áK t a 2 I)~1 } Z 1(1} áÍ) dI Analogous to the above, we can derive that on pat~i 2, it holds that:
From (39) and table A.1 we obtain:
Due to (42), (44) and (45) we get that at the end of path 1, it holde that: (43) and ( 46), the continuity in I of {Í and`2 and the condI tinuity i n K of áK we conclude that a necessary condition of the continuity of K is:
So, the coupling path 1-path 2 is feasible, íf ttie necessary conditions (38), (39) and (47) hold.
Next, we show an example of an ínfeasibl~~cout~ling. We try to couple path 1 to path 3. From (18), (21) (49) and (50) we derive that at the end of path 1 1[ holds that:
This is in conflict with (30), so the coupling path 1-path 3 is infeasible. From (53) and (54) we conclude that on path 1 ít holds that:
K~0
Further, from appendix 1 wc~know that on path 3 it holds that:
The above is represented in figure A.1.
(52) Due to (6), (34), (48), (49), table A.1, tlie convexity of U(I) and the continuity of~we can conclude that I must be continuous at t23. So at the end of path 2(57) becomes applicable.
Let us assume that at the beginning of path 2 it holds that:
From (43) and (58) we derive:
(ita)(lt dI)~dK (58)
Due to (58), the convexity of U(I) and the concavity of S(K), we can conclude creases).
us to the that (1-~a)(lt áÍ)
As (59) i s still increases and áK decreasea (becauae K insatisfied, I contínues to rise. This brings conclusion that (58) holds on while restriction (10) will be violated I being zero at the end oE path 2, so hold at the begin of path 2.
the entire path 2. Then, after a and it i5 also in conflic[ with we have proved that (58) cannot
From the above, we conclude that at the beginning of path 2, it holds:
(ita)(lt dÍ) t áK (60)
